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Motivation 

Ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy
Time resolution: ~10 fs        measures excitation and relaxation 
processes on the intrinsic timescale of the electrons

Pump pulse drives system out of equilibrium
Time evolution measured by subsequent probe pulses

Possibility to “disentangle” competing effects on the time-axis

sample
probe

pump

delay



Motivation 

“Tuning” of material properties by external driving
Ultra-fast insulator-metal transition (“photo-doping”)  
Iwai et al. (2003)
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Motivation 

“Tuning” of material properties by external driving
Create long-lived transient states with novel properties
e. g. light-induced high-temperature superconductivity   
Fausti et al. (2010), Kaiser et al. (2013)

THz pulse couples to phonons 

Mott insulator
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“Tuning” of material properties by external driving
Create long-lived transient states with novel properties
e. g. light-induced high-temperature superconductivity   

Motivation 

Mitrano et al. (2015)

equilibrium
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Fig. 1. Structure and equilibrium optical properties of K3C60. (A) Face 
centered cubic (fcc) unit cell of K3C60xxxviii. Blue bonds link the C atoms on each 
C60 molecule. K atoms are represented as red spheres. (B) C60 molecular 
distortion (red) along the T1u(4) vibrational mode coordinates. Equilibrium 
structure is displayed in blue. The displacement shown here corresponds to 
~12% of the C-C bond length. (C-E) Equilibrium reflectivity and complex optical 
conductivity of K3C60 measured at T = 25 K (red) and T = 10 K (blue).  
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Fig. 2. Transient optical response of photo-excited K3C60 at T = 25 K and T = 
100 K. Reflectivity and complex optical conductivity of K3C60 at equilibrium 
(red) and 1 ps after photo-excitation (blue) with a pump fluence of 1.1 mJ/cm2, 
measured at base temperatures T = 25 K (A.1-3) and T = 100 K (B.1-3). Fits to 
the data are displayed as dashed lines. Those at equilibrium were performed 
with a Drude-Lorentz model, while those for the excited state using a model 
describing the optical response of a superconductor with a gap of 11 meV. The 
band at 55 meV was assumed to stay unaffected.  
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distortion (red) along the T1u(4) vibrational mode coordinates. Equilibrium 
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“Tuning” of material properties by external driving
Switching into metastable, but long-lived “hidden states”
e. g. Reversible switching of  TaS2 into / out of a metallic hidden state   

Motivation 

equilibrium state (insulating)

hidden state (conducting)

Stojchevska et al. (2014)



“Tuning” of material properties by external driving
Switching into metastable, but long-lived “hidden states”
e. g. Reversible switching of  TaS2 into / out of a metallic hidden state   

Motivation 
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Figure 1: Fig. 1. Resistivity switching of 1T-TaS2 by a 35 fs laser pulse at 800 nm. (A)
The T -dependence of the 4-probe resistance r(T) on temperature cycling. The inserts show
schematically the lattice distortions associated with an individual polaron and their ordering in
the NC and C states respectively. (B) The drop of r at 1.5 K after a single pulse with Uw > UT

(red arrow). On heating the resistance reverts back between 60 and 100K (black curve). The
insert shows a schematic of the sample and contacts, which are from an optical microscope
image.
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equilibrium state 

hidden state 

The device operates as a low-temperature two-terminal resistive random access memory element (RRAM). The two states cor-
respond to topologically di!erent charge density wave states in the layered chalcogenide 1T-TaS2, and only electronic order is 
recon"gured (no ion motion or structural change is necessary). The device can be switched optically or electrically.

HIGH RESISTANCE STATE LOW RESISTANCE STATE

CDW MEMORY DEVICE

DEVICE APPLICATIONS

Taking our proposed concept to fruition would lead to adop-
tion of a ground-breaking new type of memory with 1000 –
fold increase in speed and similar factor lowering of energy 
consumption of IT, currently approaching 10% of world en-
ergy consumption. The increase in memory speed in com-
bination with RSFQ technology would open the way to new 
applications in medicine, pharmacology, Big Data process-
ing and above all IoT data processing.
CDW memory opens the way to on-chip memory in Joseph-
son quantum computing applications (HYPRES, D-wave, 
SeeQCEu, etc.), replacing energetically unfavourable and 
slow room-temperature CMOS.
Cryo-computing requires low-temperature 2 ps switching 
time, atto-Joule memory. Switching time and low tempera-
ture operation are already achieved with CDW memory.

PARALLEL CONFIGURATION POINT CONTACT CONFIGURATION CROSS#BAR CONFIGURATION

STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT

Our technological strategy is:

• to con"rm the theoretical scaling of energy per bit with 
feature size and identify the technological challenges 
for achieving the lowest theoretical energy per bit limit,

• to investigate technical and materials processing com-
patibility with SFQ technology using prototype devices, 
and

• to test operating speed of such a prototype. Ultimately, 
we aim,

• to demonstrate operation of a CDW device driven by a 
RSFQ circuit.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Two patents on device principles (optical and electrical switching respec-
tively) are currently pending approval at UK and EU patent o$ces. Two US 
patents have been granted and two in Slovenia. Further patents are to be 
prepared  (D8) to protect particular device details, developing a strategi-
cal Patent portfolio, in order to secure a comprehensive IPR position.

PULSE

DEVICE IMPLEMENTATION
Di!erent device geometries are demonstrated below

memory device with unprecedented speed
and very low power consumption 

Stojchevska et al. (2014)



Challenge for theory/numerics

Strongly interacting many-particle systems
Strong perturbations
Different relevant time scales

Motivation 
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Aoki et al. (2014)



Dynamical mean field theory

Cluster extension 

Nonequilibrium extension

Nonequilibrium solvers and benchmarks

Illustrations:

AC field quench - tuning of the interaction strength by external driving

Nonequilibrium phase transition - nonthermal fixed points

Cooling by photo-doping

Overview 



Model and method 

Static mean field theory: mapping to a single-site problem

Effective model: yields local observables (magnetization)

Parameter of the effective model (“mean field”): optimized by 
requesting consistency between the lattice and single-site model 

Weiss (1903)

lattice model single-site effective model 

J
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Model and method 

Dynamical mean field theory DMFT: mapping to an impurity problem

Impurity solver: computes the Green’s function of the correlated site

Bath parameters = “mean field”: optimized in such a way that the 
bath mimics the lattice environment

t

�latt � �imp

Glatt � Gimp

Georges & Kotliar (1992)

kt

lattice model impurity model 



Model and method 

Dynamical mean field theory DMFT: mapping to an impurity problem

Impurity solver: computes the Green’s function of the correlated site

Bath parameters = “mean field”: optimized in such a way that the 
bath mimics the lattice environment

t

�latt � �imp

Glatt � Gimp

Georges & Kotliar (1992)

lattice model impurity model 

∆



Model and method 

Dynamical mean field theory DMFT: mapping to an impurity problem

t

Georges & Kotliar (1992)

lattice model impurity model 

impurity solver  momentum average 

⌃latt
k ⌘ ⌃imp

Glatt
loc ⌘ Gimp

∆

DMFT approximation 

DMFT self-consistency 

Simp[�(i!n)]Glatt
loc (i!n)

Glatt
k =

1
i!n + µ� ✏k � ⌃latt

k
Gimp(i!n),⌃imp(i!n)



Model and method 

Dynamical mean field theory DMFT: mapping to an impurity problem

Single-site DMFT can treat two-sublattice order (e. g.  AFM)

Pure Neel order: 

t

�latt � �imp

Glatt � Gimp

Georges & Kotliar (1992)

kt

lattice model impurity model 

BathB,�[GA,�], BathA,�[GB,�]

BathB,� = BathA,�̄ BathA,�̄[GA,�]



Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Paramagnetic calculation: Metal - Mott insulator transition at low T

Smooth crossover at high T

Model and method 

“Mott” insulatormetal

U

T



Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling)

With 2-sublattice order: Antiferromagnetic insulator at low T

Smooth crossover at high T

Model and method 

“Mott” insulatormetal

U

T

AFM insulator



Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Transformation 

maps repulsive model onto attractive model

U

Model and method 

metal

ci" ! c†i" (i 2 A), ci" ! �c†i" (i 2 B)

AFM insulatorsuperconductor

T

repulsiveattractive



Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram 

Half-filling: transformation 

maps repulsive model onto attractive model

U

Model and method 

metal

ci" ! c†i" (i 2 A), ci" ! �c†i" (i 2 B)

AFM insulatorsuperconductor

T

“BCS”“BEC” “Slater” “Mott”

repulsiveattractive



Low-dimensional systems 

DMFT is exact in  

Neglect of spatial fluctuations problematic in

          Hubbard model is believed to describe the physics of 
high-Tc (cuprate) superconductors

Cluster extension 

d =1 Metzner & Vollhardt (1989) 

d < 3

to describe the physics of the cuprates, we need
a cluster extension of DMFT, with at least 4 sites

hole doping

superconductor

AFM Mott insulator

pseudo−gap

T

metal

d = 2



Low-dimensional systems 

Cluster DMFT self-consistently embeds a cluster of      sites into a 
fermionic bath    

If cluster is periodized: coarse-graining of the momentum-dependence

“Tiling” of the Brillouin zone

Cluster extension 

Nc

Hettler, Prushke, Krishnamurthy & Jarrell (1998) 

⌃(k, !) =
X

a

�a(k)⌃a(!)



Cluster extension 

Dynamical cluster approach: mapping to an impurity cluster

t

Hettler et al. (1998)

lattice model cluster impurity model 

cluster solver  K-patch average 

DMFT approximation 

DMFT self-consistency 

⌃latt
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Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Paramagnetic calculation: Metal - Mott insulator transition at low T

Smooth crossover at high T

Cluster extension

“Mott” insulatormetal

U

T



Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Paramagnetic calculation: Metal - Mott insulator transition at low T

Smooth crossover at high T

Cluster extension

“Mott” insulatormetal

U

T

paramagnetic Mott insulator has large entropy:
metal-insulator transition upon increasing T



Equilibrium cluster DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Paramagnetic calculation: Metal - Mott insulator transition at low T

Smooth crossover at high T

Cluster extension 

“Mott” insulatormetal

U

T

curvature of the phase boundary changes if
short-range spatial correlations are taken into account

+

“plaquette singlet” state dominates low-T insulator



Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Initial state described by the density matrix

State at time t described by  

Time dependent expectation value of observable 

Nonequilibrium extension

O
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Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Express        as time-propagation along an imaginary time branch

Nonequilibrium extension

⇢(0)
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Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Define contour ordering      on the contour 

Nonequilibrium extension

O
0

�i�

t

TC C : 0! t! 0! �i�

0

hO(t)i =
1
Z

Tr
h
TC e�i

R
C ds H(s)

O(t)
i



Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Define contour ordering      on the contour 

Contour-ordered formalism can also be applied to 2-point functions

Particularly relevant: Green’s function

Nonequilibrium extension

TC C : 0! t! 0! �i�

hO(t)i =
1
Z

Tr
h
TC e�i

R
C ds H(s)

O(t)
i

hTC A(t)B(t0)i ⌘ 1
Z

Tr
h
TC e�i

R
C ds H(s)A(t)B(t0)

i

G(t, t0) ⌘ �ihTC d(t) d†(t0)i



Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Due to the 3 branches, the Green’s function has 9 components 

Nonequilibrium extension

0

�i�

G(t, t0) ⌘ Gij(t, t0), t 2 Ci, t
0 2 Cj , i, j = 1, 2, 3

t

t0

G12(t, t0)



Kadanoff-Baym contour 
Due to the 3 branches, the Green’s function has 9 components 

Nonequilibrium extension

0

�i�

G(t, t0) ⌘ Gij(t, t0), t 2 Ci, t
0 2 Cj , i, j = 1, 2, 3

t

t0

G21(t, t0)



Nonequilibrium extension 

Nonequilibrium DMFT: Solve DMFT equations on the Kadanoff-
Baym contour

t

Freericks et al. (2006)

lattice model impurity model 

Glatt
loc (t, t0) Simp[�(t, t0)]

Glatt
k =

1
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Gimp(t, t0),⌃imp(t, t0)

impurity solver  momentum average 

⌃latt
k ⌘ ⌃imp

Glatt
loc ⌘ Gimp

∆

DMFT approximation 

DMFT self-consistency 

C



Nonequilibrium extension

Nonequilibrium DMFT: Solve DMFT equations on the Kadanoff-
Baym contour

t

lattice model cluster impurity model 

cluster solver  K-patch average 

DMFT approximation 

DMFT self-consistency 
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C Tsuji et al. (2014)



Nonequilibrium extension 

Nonequilibrium DMFT: Solve DMFT equations on the Kadanoff-
Baym contour

Nonequilibrium Anderson impurity model

Hybridization function is equivalent to “Weiss” Green’s function

C

Simp = �i

Z

C
dt Hloc(t)� i

X

�

Z

C
dt dt

0
d
†
�(t)�(t, t0)d�(t0)

contour hybridization functioninteraction and chemical potential terms

G0(t, t0) = (i@t + µ(t))�C(t, t0)��(t, t0)



Nonequilibrium extension 

Nonequilibrium DMFT: Solve DMFT equations on the Kadanoff-
Baym contour

Nonequilibrium Anderson impurity model

Impurity Green’s function

C

Simp = �i

Z

C
dt Hloc(t)� i

X

�

Z

C
dt dt

0
d
†
�(t)�(t, t0)d�(t0)

contour hybridization functioninteraction and chemical potential terms

Gimp(t, t0) = �ihTC d(t)d†(t0)iSimp

h· · · iSimp =
Tr[TC exp(Simp) · · · ]

Tr[TC exp(Simp)]



Impurity solver: weak-coupling continuous-time QMC 

Nonequilibrium extension

O
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Expand time evolution operators
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Werner et al. (2009)



Impurity solver: weak-coupling continuous-time QMC 

Nonequilibrium extension

O
0

�i�

t0

Expand time evolution operators
in powers of the interaction term 
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Werner et al. (2009)



Impurity solver: weak-coupling continuous-time QMC 

Time evolution of double occupation after a quench from U=0 

Nonequilibrium extension

intermediate/strong 
correlation regime: 
can reach a few 
inverse hopping times

hOi(t) = Tr
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Impurity solver: weak-coupling perturbation theory
Generate a subset of all weak-coupling diagrams by approximating 
the self-energy
Truncation at second order: Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT)  

Nonequilibrium extension
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Impurity solver: weak-coupling perturbation theory
Generate a subset of all weak-coupling diagrams by approximating 
the self-energy
Boldified expansion: conserving, but not accurate  

Nonequilibrium extension
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Impurity solver: weak-coupling perturbation theory
Generate a subset of all weak-coupling diagrams by approximating 
the self-energy
Boldified expansion: conserving, but not accurate  

Nonequilibrium extension
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FIG. 10 Nonequilibrium DMFT results for the kinetic, potential and
total energy of the Hubbard model after an interaction quench from
U = 0 to U = 2 (left panel) and U = 5 (right panel). Symbols
show the weak-coupling CTQMC result, dashed lines the result from
bare second order perturbation theory, and the solid lines the result
from self-consistent second order perturbation theory. (Adapted from
Eckstein et al., 2010a.)

librium case, where the second-order perturbation theory ac-
cidentally reproduces the correct strong-coupling limit at half-
filling, gives a reasonable interpolation between the weak- and
the strong-coupling regime, and even captures the Mott tran-
sition (Georges et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 1993). A simple
way to fix the problem with the drifting energy might seem
to switch to self-consistent perturbation theory. Here, one re-
places the bare propagators G0 in the self-energy diagrams by
bold propagators G, and considers only the diagrams which
are two-particle irreducible. However, even though this ap-
proximation is conserving, it reproduces the time evolution
of the system very poorly (Eckstein et al., 2010a; Tsuji and
Werner, 2013). Figure 10 shows the kinetic and potential en-
ergy, as well as the total energy after a quench in the Hub-
bard model (semi-circular density of states, bandwidth 4),
from a noninteracting initial state to U = 2 (left panel) and
U = 5 (right panel). Self-consistent perturbation theory con-
serves the total energy, but gives wrong values for the kinetic
and potential energy, already after a very short time. While
bare second-order perturbation theory fails for the quench to
U = 5, it at least reproduces the short-time dynamics cor-
rectly. For driven steady states (Amaricci et al., 2012), the
accuracy of the weak-coupling approach has yet to be tested
in detail. Here, non-conserving nature of the approximation
becomes apparent when the energy current to the reservoir
di!ers from the power injected by the field [Eq. (115)].

5. Strong-coupling perturbation theory

a. General remarks The strong-coupling CTQMC approach
(Sec. II.C.3.c) sums all diagrams generated by a hybridiza-
tion expansion on the contour C. While the summation into
a determinant allows to absorb some of the sign cancellations
between these diagrams, the Monte Carlo weights are com-
plex, and the resulting phase problem restricts simulations to

relatively short times. To avoid this sign problem, one can an-
alytically sum certain subsets of the strong-coupling diagrams
using a Dyson equation. This approach is expected to work
well in the strong-coupling regime, in particular the Mott in-
sulating phase, where the hybridization can be treated as a
perturbation.
The lowest order perturbative strong-coupling method is

called the “non-crossing approximation” (NCA), because it
sums all diagrams without crossing hybridization lines. It was
originally proposed as an approximate solution for the An-
derson impurity model (Grewe and Keiter, 1981; Keiter and
Kimball, 1971; Kuramoto, 1983), where it gives a reasonable
description of the physics down to the Kondo temperature TK ,
but fails in the Fermi liquid regime for T ! TK (Müller-
Hartmann, 1984). The deficiencies of NCA are partly cured
by higher order summations (Haule et al., 2001; Pruschke and
Grewe, 1989). In particular, the simplest extension of NCA,
the so called one-crossing approximation (OCA) (Pruschke
and Grewe, 1989), largely corrects the underestimation of TK
of the NCA at U <". From early on (Pruschke et al., 1993)
until today (see, e.g., Shim et al., 2007a,b), both the NCA and
the OCA have been used as impurity solvers for DMFT. In
the context of nonequilibrium DMFT, an attractive feature of
the perturbative strong-coupling expansion is its conserving
nature, and its good convergence properties with increasing
order of the approximation in the Mott phase (Eckstein and
Werner, 2010).
Within any approximation to the strong-coupling expan-

sion, one must re-sum parts of the series to infinite order to
avoid severe artifacts and make the theory conserving. There
exist various derivations of a resummed strong-coupling ex-
pansion (Barnes, 1976; Bickers, 1987; Bickers et al., 1987;
Coleman, 1984; Grewe and Keiter, 1981; Keiter and Kim-
ball, 1971; Kuramoto, 1983), that all circumvent the prob-
lem that Wick’s theorem does not apply, because the unper-
turbed action is not quadratic. A detailed derivation of the
strong-coupling equations on the Keldysh contour in the con-
text of nonequilibrium DMFT (Eckstein and Werner, 2010)
employed the pseudo-particle technique (Coleman, 1984) (for
earlier real-time formulations and applications of the NCA,
see (Nordlander et al., 1999; Okamoto, 2008)). Here, we pro-
vide an alternative derivation of the same equations, which
builds on the strong-coupling CTQMC formalism introduced
in Sec. II.C.3.c.

b. Self-consistent strong-coupling equations The starting point
for NCA and its extensions is a Taylor expansion of the action
(127) in terms of the hybridization ", analogous to Eq. (150).
To re-sum terms of this expression to infinite order, one must
decouple trace terms like Tr[TCeSlocd†p1 (t1)dp2 (t2) · · · ]. Wick’s
theorem does not apply, but for any given collection of the
times t1, t2, ... along C, one can insert a complete set of states
of the impurity Hilbert space,

!

n |n#$n|, between consecu-
tive operators, and thus factor the trace into a matrix-product
of impurity propagators g and hybridization vertices Fp and

bare IPT

boldified IPT

exact (QMC)

quench from U=0

Eckstein et al. (2009)



Impurity solver: Strong-coupling perturbation theory 

Introduce pseudo-particle propagators       for local states 

Approximate pseudo-particle self-energy 

Nonequilibrium extension

{0, �, ⇥, �⇥}

�� =
G�

�

t t�

G� =
G0,�

G�

+

+ + · · ·

Non-crossing approximation (NCA)

�(t, t�)

Keiter & Kimball (2009)



Impurity solver: Strong-coupling perturbation theory 

Introduce pseudo-particle propagators       for local states 

Approximate pseudo-particle self-energy 

Nonequilibrium extension

{0, �, ⇥, �⇥}

�� =
G�

�

t t�

G� =
G0,�

G�

+

+

One-crossing approximation (OCA)

�(t, t�)
+ · · ·+

+

Pruschke & Grewe (1989)



Impurity solver: Strong-coupling perturbation theory 

Introduce pseudo-particle propagators       for local states 

Approximate pseudo-particle self-energy 

Nonequilibrium extension

{0, �, ⇥, �⇥}G�

29
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FIG. 12 Nonequilibrium DMFT results for the time-evolution of the
double occupancy in the Hubbard model after a quench from U(t =
0) = U0 to U. The symbols show weak-coupling CTQMC results,
and the lines results from strong-coupling perturbation theory. (From
(Eckstein and Werner, 2010).)

While it has not yet been used in the context of nonequilibrium
DMFT, such an application, in appropriate parameter regimes,
seems promising. The Monte Carlo sampling around NCA
or higher-order approximations could also become a useful
tool to estimate the errors accumulated in perturbative strong-
coupling calculations.
The method has also been used to evaluate the mem-

ory function of the Nakajima-Zwanzig-Mori equation (Mori,
1965; Nakajima, 1958; Zwanzig, 1960), a quantum master
equation for the reduced density matrix of the impurity prob-
lem, which enables one to compute the time evolution of the
reduced density matrix up to longer times (Cohen et al., 2013;
Cohen and Rabani, 2011).

D. Floquet formalism for periodically driven systems

When a quantum system is continuously driven by a time-
periodic external force, it may enter a nonequilibrium steady
state in which the overall time-dependence of the system is
periodic. For example, the pump-pulse in ultrafast pump-
probe experiments may be viewed (during irradiation) as a
time-periodic ac electric field if the laser pulse contains many
oscillation cycles. A theoretical approach to treat periodically
driven states is the Floquet method (Dittrich et al., 1998; Gri-
foni and Hänggi, 1998; Ritus, 1966; Sambe, 1973; Shirley,
1965; Zel’dovich, 1966). It originates from Floquet’s theo-
rem (Floquet, 1883; Hill, 1886; Magnus andWinkler, 1966), a
temporal analogue of Bloch’s theorem for a spatially periodic
system. Due to the periodicity of external fields, the time-
dependent problem can be mapped onto a time-independent

eigenvalue problem. Recently, the Floquet method has been
employed in combination with DMFT to study nonequilib-
rium steady states of periodically driven correlated systems
(Freericks and Joura, 2008; Joura et al., 2008; Lubatsch and
Kroha, 2009; Schmidt and Monien, 2002; Tsuji et al., 2008,
2009). An advantage of the Floquet DMFT is that one does
not have to calculate the full time evolution until a nonequi-
librium steady state is reached. It su!ces to solve small-size
matrix equations for nonequilibrium Green’s functions repre-
sented in frequency space, which greatly reduces the compu-
tational cost.
The Floquet formalism has been used in the study of Flo-

quet topological insulators (Kitagawa et al., 2011; Lindner
et al., 2011; Oka and Aoki, 2009b). The topology of quantum
systems can be controlled by external time-periodic pertur-
bations; For example, by applying circularly polarized light
to graphene (or other many-band systems), one can change
a trivial state into a quantum Hall insulator (Kitagawa et al.,
2011; Oka and Aoki, 2009b). The methods which we describe
here can be applied to such problems.

1. Overview of Floquet’s theorem

Floquet’s theorem (Floquet, 1883; Hill, 1886; Magnus and
Winkler, 1966) is a general statement about the solution of an
ordinary di"erential equation dx(t)/dt = C(t)x(t) with time-
periodic coe!cients C(t). Here we apply the theorem to the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation,

i
d
dt
#(t) = H(t)#(t), (170)

where the Hamiltonian H(t) is assumed to be periodic in time
with period T , H(t + T ) = H(t). Floquet’s theorem states
that there exists a solution of Eq. (170) of the form

#!(t) = e!i"!tu!(t), (171)

where u!(t) = u!(t + T ) is a periodic function of t, and the
real number "! is called the quasienergy, which is unique up
to integer multiples of $ = 2#/T . To prove this, let us write
the formal solution of Eq. (170) as

#(t) = U(t, t0)#(t0), (172)

with the time-evolution operator U(t, t0) = T e!i
! t
t0
dt H(t).

Then we consider the operator

U(t +T , t0) = U(t +T , t0 +T )U(t0 +T , t0), (173)

which is split into two via the chain rule. The first part is U(t+
T , t0+T ) = U(t, t0) due to the periodicity of the Hamiltonian.
The second part U(t0 + T , t0) is called the Floquet operator,
which we can write in terms of a Hermitian operator Q(t0),

e!iQ(t0)T ! U(t0 +T , t0). (174)

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (173) with eiQ(t0)(t+T ) from the
right, we thus have

U(t +T , t0)eiQ(t0)(t+T ) = U(t, t0)eiQ(t0)t, (175)

conserving approximation

systematically converging
to the exact result

accurate in the strong-
coupling regime 

Eckstein & Werner (2010)



Calculation of the lattice Green’s function
Noninteracting lattice: 

Green’s function satisfies:  

Inverse lattice Green’s function:  

Nonequilibrium extension

H0(t) =
P

k[✏k(t)� µ(t)]d†kdk

⇥
i@t + µ(t)� ✏k(t)

⇤
G0,k(t, t0) = �C(t, t0)

G0,k(t, t0)
⇥
� i
 �
@t0 + µ(t0)� ✏k(t0)

⇤
= �C(t, t0)

G�1
0,k ? G0,k = G0,k ? G�1

0,k = �C

G0,k(t, t0) = �ihTCdk(t)d†k(t0)i0
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G�1
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0)[i@t + µ(t)� ✏k(t)]



Calculation of the lattice Green’s function
Interacting lattice Green’s function satisfies Dyson equation: 

Imaginary-time branch: boundary-value problem       solve by FT

Usual equilibrium DMFT calculation for the initial equilibrium state

Nonequilibrium extension

Gk = G0,k + G0,k ? ⌃ ? Gk

= G0,k + Gk ? ⌃ ? G0,k

impurity self-energy (DMFT)

[G�1
0,k � ⌃] ? Gk = Gk ? [G�1

0,k � ⌃] = �C

Gk(i!n) =
1

G�1
0,k(i!n)� ⌃(i!n)

=
1

i!n + µ(0)� ✏k(0)� ⌃(i!n)

integral form

differential form



Calculation of the lattice Green’s function
Interacting lattice Green’s function satisfies Dyson equation: 

Real-time branches: initial-value problem 

Defines time-propagation scheme for G in which the self-energy 
plays the role of a memory-kernel

Nonequilibrium extension

Gk = G0,k + G0,k ? ⌃ ? Gk

= G0,k + Gk ? ⌃ ? G0,k

impurity self-energy (DMFT)

[G�1
0,k � ⌃] ? Gk = Gk ? [G�1

0,k � ⌃] = �C

[i@t + µ(t)� ✏k(t)]Gk(t, t0)�
Z

C
dt̄ ⌃(t, t̄)Gk(t̄, t0) = �C(t, t0)

integral form

differential form



Calculation of the lattice Green’s function

Real-time branches: initial-value problem 

Defines time-propagation scheme for G in which the self-energy 
plays the role of a memory-kernel

Nonequilibrium extension

[i@t + µ(t)� ✏k(t)]Gk(t, t0)�
Z

C
dt̄ ⌃(t, t̄)Gk(t̄, t0) = �C(t, t0)

0

�i�

t0

vertical branch:
initial equilibrium
state

propagate and converge the DMFT 
solution step by step along the 
real-time axis 



Calculation of the lattice Green’s function

Open source library:
nessi.tuxfamily.org

Nonequilibrium extension

0

�i�

t0



Nonequilibrium extension

A(r, t) �(r, t) E = �r�� @tA

� ⌘ 0, E = �@tA

H(t) = �
X

hiji�

vij(t)(d†i�dj� + d
†
j�di�)

+U(t)
X

i

ni"ni# �
X

i�

µ(t)ni�

vij(t) = vij exp
⇣
�ie

R Rj

Ri
dr A(r, t)

⌘

µ(t) = µ + e�(Ri, t)

Electric fields
Vector potential           , scalar potential           :

Convenient choice: gauge with pure vector potential: 



Electric fields
Neglecting the r-dependence of A (assumption: field varies slowly on 
the atomic scale):         

Electric field enters in the lattice Dyson equation in the form of a 
time-dependent dispersion: 

Nonequilibrium extension

vij(t) = vij exp

 
�ie

Z Rj

Ri

dr A(t)

!

Fourier transformation

✏k(t) = ✏k�eA(t)

[i@t + µ(t)� ✏k(t)]Gk(t, t0)�
Z

C
dt̄ ⌃(t, t̄)Gk(t̄, t0) = �C(t, t0)
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Z t
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“Physical” Green’s functions
The 9 elements of the 3x3 Green’s function matrix  

are not independent: 

Spectroscopy

Ĝ =

0

@
G11 G12 G13

G21 G22 G23

G31 G32 G33

1

A

0

�i�

t

t0

G21(t, t0)



“Physical” Green’s functions
The 9 elements of the 3x3 Green’s function matrix  

are not independent: 

Spectroscopy

Ĝ =

0

@
G11 G12 G13

G21 G22 G23

G31 G32 G33

1

A

0

�i�

t t0

G21(t, t0) = G22(t, t0) (for t < t0)



“Physical” Green’s functions
We have the following redundancies  

which allow to eliminate 3 of the 9 components  
      define 6 “physical” Green’s functions 

Spectroscopy

G11(t, t0) = G12(t, t0) (for t  t0)
G11(t, t0) = G21(t, t0) (for t > t0)
G22(t, t0) = G21(t, t0) (for t < t0)
G22(t, t0) = G12(t, t0) (for t � t0)
G13(t, ⌧ 0) = G23(t, ⌧ 0)
G31(⌧, t0) = G32(⌧, t0)

GR, GA, GK , . . .



“Physical” Green’s functions
Relevant for the following discussion: Retarded Green’s function

and lesser Green’s functions 

In equilibrium:

Spectral function:

Occupation:

Distribution function: 

Spectroscopy

GR(t, t0) = 1
2 (G11 � G12 + G21 � G22) = �i✓(t � t0)h{d(t), d†(t0)}i

A(!) = � 1
⇡ Im GR(!)

G<(t, t0) = G12 = ihd†(t0)d(t)i

N(!) = 1
2⇡ Im G<(!)

N(!)/A(!) = f(!) Fermi function



“Physical” Green’s functions
Relevant for the following discussion: Retarded Green’s function

and lesser Green’s functions 

Out of equilibrium:

Spectral function:

Occupation:

“Distribution function”:   

Spectroscopy

GR(t, t0) = 1
2 (G11 � G12 + G21 � G22) = �i✓(t � t0)h{d(t), d†(t0)}i

G<(t, t0) = G12 = ihd†(t0)d(t)i

tav = (t + t0)/2, trel = t� t0

A(!, tav) = � 1
⇡ Im

R
dtrelei!trelGR(t, t0)

N(!, tav) = 1
2⇡ Im

R
dtrelei!trelG<(t, t0)

N(!, tav)/A(!, tav)



Time-resolved photoemission spectrum

Spectroscopy

sample
probe

pump

delay

cos[⌦(t� tp + �)]S(t� tp)

probe time

probe envelope

I(kf , E; tp) /
X

k

�kk+qk,kfkIk(E � ~⌦q �W ; tp),

Ik(!; tp) = �i

Z
dtdt0 S(t)S(t0)ei!(t0�t)G<

k (t + tp, t
0 + tp)

Freericks et al. (2009)



Spectroscopy

sample
probe

pump

delay

cos[⌦(t� tp + �)]S(t� tp)

probe envelope

I(kf , E; tp) /
X

k

�kk+qk,kfkIk(E � ~⌦q �W ; tp),

Ik(!; tp) = �i

Z
dtdt0 S(t)S(t0)ei!(t0�t)G<

k (t + tp, t
0 + tp)

Time-resolved photoemission spectrum

Formula contains time-energy uncertainty 

Freericks et al. (2009)



Time-resolved photoemission spectrum

Formula contains time-energy uncertainty 

Spectroscopy

sample
probe

pump

delay

cos[⌦(t� tp + �)]S(t� tp)

probe envelope

I(kf , E; tp) /
X

k

�kk+qk,kfkIk(E � ~⌦q �W ; tp),

Ik(!; tp) = �i

Z
dtdt0 S(t)S(t0)ei!(t0�t)G<

k (t + tp, t
0 + tp)

S(t) ⇠ �(t� tp) : measure occupation nk(tp)

S(t) ⇠ const : measure spectral function Ak(!, tp)

Freericks et al. (2009)



Accuracy of nonequilibrium DMFT 

Benchmark against DMRG for 1D Hubbard model
Quench from U=0 to U=1
Tsuji, Barmettler, Aoki & Werner (2014)

DMFT
DMRG



Accuracy of nonequilibrium DMFT 

Benchmark against DMRG for 1D Hubbard model
Quench from U=0 to U=1

Cluster extensions of DMFT capture short-range correlations

DMFT
DMRG

4-site cluster

16-site cluster

8-site cluster

Tsuji et al. (2014); Eckstein & Werner (2016); Bittner et al. (2019)

Tsuji, Barmettler, Aoki & Werner (2014)



Benchmark against cold atom simulator
Resonant excitation (           ) of Mott insulating Hubbard model
linear ramp of pulse amplitude        

Sandholzer et al. (2019)

Accuracy of nonequilibrium DMFT

⌦ = U
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FIG. 3. Resonant driving in the Fermi-Hubbard model for
Jx,y,z/h = [200(50), 100(10), 100(10)] Hz. Experimentally
measured (a) and theoretically simulated (b) D for di↵erent
ramp times and driving strengths at resonance (⌦/(2⇡) = 3.5
kHz, U/h = 3.5(1) kHz). Dynamics beyond tramp = 10 ms are
influenced by trap e↵ects and for tramp =300 ms by heating
[39] and is not considered in DMFT. Error bars are the same
as in Fig. 2.

[47, 48, 57–59] which make Ĥ
e↵
res fundamentally di↵erent

from a static Hubbard model.
In one set of measurements (Fig. 3a (experiment) and

3b (theory)) we initialize the cloud in a strongly inter-
acting state (U/W = 2.9(3)) and ramp up the modula-
tion while setting the frequency equal to the interaction
U . For di↵erent driving strengths K0 we measure the
change of D for increasing ramp times [39, 54]. From
Eq. (3), it is expected that the D creation rate scales with
JxJ1(K0) [54]. In the static case (green) the suppressed
D reflects the strongly correlated regime. In the driven
system a finite density-dependent term and reduced ef-
fective interactions result in an increase of D. We find
good agreement between theory and experiment. Both
show the theoretically predicted creation of D scaling as
J1(K0) averaged over the ramp-up in K0 (see theoretical
analysis in [54]). At longer times (tramp > 10 ms), the
renormalized tunneling and interaction energies lead to a
global redistribution of density, which manifests itself in
an increase of D. This trap induced e↵ect cannot be cap-
tured by nonequilibrium DMFT. The following decrease
at 300 ms is influenced by atom loss indicating the exci-
tation of atoms to higher bands caused by absorption of
energy from the drive [39].

In another set of measurements shown in Fig. 4a (ex-
periment) and 4b (theory), we fix the strength (K0 =
1.44(2)) and drive frequency (⌦/2⇡ = 3.5 kHz) but
change the interaction U symmetrically around the res-
onance (U/h = 3.5 kHz) [39, 54]. The far detuned data
(U/h = 2.5 kHz and 4.5 kHz) show very low excitations
of D for shorter ramp times, whereas in the near-resonant
cases finite excitation rates appear. Experimentally, the
curves at U/h = 3 kHz and U/h = 4 kHz have a com-
parable excitation rate to the resonant case, but a lower
saturation value for U/h = 4 kHz indicates an asym-
metry of the absorption with respect to the resonance
frequency. In the DMFT data this asymmetry is already
reflected in the creation rates. At half-filling, the rate
is almost symmetric, consistent with the similar size of
the overlap between the occupied states and the empty

FIG. 4. Near-resonant driving in the Fermi-Hubbard model
for Jx,y,z/h = [200(50), 100(10), 100(10)] Hz at fixed strength
K0 = 1.44(2) and frequency ⌦/(2⇡) = 3.5 kHz. Experimental
(a) and numerical results (b) for D after di↵erent ramp times
at interactions chosen symmetrically around the resonance.
Dynamics beyond tramp = 10 ms are influenced by trap e↵ects
and for tramp =300 ms by heating [39] and is not considered
in DMFT. Error bars are the same as in Fig. 2. In (c) and
(d),the occupations of the lower Hubbard band (solid lines) at
T/Jx = 3.3 are shown for symmetric detunings. The shaded
area indicates the overlap with the hole occupation (dashed)
shifted by the driving frequency. The data in (c) are for half
filling and in (d) for lower filling.

states shifted by the driving frequencies U/h = 3 kHz and
U/h = 4 kHz (Fig. 4c). At lower fillings, since the bottom
of the lower Hubbard band is more occupied, the over-
lap is reduced for U/h = 4 kHz (Fig. 4d), which results
in the asymmetry. Overall, we find almost quantitative
agreement between theory and experiment apart from the
U/h = 4 kHz case where the results are very sensitive to
the exact Hubbard parameters which is not represented
in the error bar of the theoretical calculation. The longer
ramp times (tramp > 10 ms), only measured in the ex-
periment, reveal an initial increase in D for all detunings
followed by a decrease for small detunings. This dynam-
ics is again resulting from trap induced e↵ects, technical
heating and coupling to higher bands [26, 39].

In this work we demonstrated how basic models of
nonequilibrium, strongly correlated systems can be ex-
plored experimentally and numerically to reveal their
fundamental dynamics. New insights into pump-probe
experiments in solid state physics can be gained by look-
ing at the many-body dynamics of these strongly driven
models [35, 48]. Furthermore, the cross-validation of the
presented methods reveals the driving regimes where the
physics is described by a desired e↵ective Hamiltonian.
In both, experiment and theory, di↵erent model Hamilto-
nians can be realized including a fully tunable Heisenberg
and t � J model [48, 60, 61] or anyonic Hubbard mod-
els and dynamical gauge fields resulting from occupation
dependent Peierls phases [55, 62–67].

redistribution 
in the trap

atom loss 



AC-field quench in the Hubbard model (metal phase) 

1. Periodic electric fields 

U
t

Electric field (amplitude E, frequency    ) 
applied at t=0

�

Tsuji, Oka, Werner and Aoki (2011)



AC-field quench in the Hubbard model (metal phase)  

1. Periodic electric fields 

attractive (>0.25)

repulsive (<0.25)

Tsuji, Oka, Werner and Aoki (2011)
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AC-field quench in the Hubbard model (metal phase)
Sign inversion of the interaction: repulsive      attractive
Dynamically generated high-Tc superconductivity?   

1. Periodic electric fields 

temperature

hole doping

superconductor
(repulsive interaction)

superconductor
(attractive interaction)metal



Periodic E-field leads to a population inversion

Gauge with pure vector potential

Peierls substitution

Renormalized dispersion

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

�k � �k�A(t)

�k =
�
2⇥

� 2�/�

0
dt�k�A(t) = J0(E/�)�k

E(t) = E cos(�t) = �⇥tA(t)
⇥ A(t) = �(E/�) sin(�t)

E(t)

J 0
(E

/⌦
)

E/⌦



Periodic E-field leads to a population inversion

Renormalized dispersion

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

�k =
�
2⇥

� 2�/�

0
dt�k�A(t) = J0(E/�)�k

J0(E/�) = 1



Periodic E-field leads to a population inversion

Renormalized dispersion

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

�k =
�
2⇥

� 2�/�

0
dt�k�A(t) = J0(E/�)�k

J0(E/�) = 0.8



Periodic E-field leads to a population inversion

Renormalized dispersion

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

�k =
�
2⇥

� 2�/�

0
dt�k�A(t) = J0(E/�)�k

J0(E/�) = 0.3



Periodic E-field leads to a population inversion

Renormalized dispersion

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

�k =
�
2⇥

� 2�/�

0
dt�k�A(t) = J0(E/�)�k

J0(E/�) = �0.2



Inverted population = negative temperature

State with                      is equivalent to state with  

Effective interaction of the               state 

1. Origin of the attractive interaction 

U > 0, T < 0 U < 0, T > 0

Ue� =
U

J0(E/�)

Te↵ > 0

T̃ < 0,J0 < 0 ⇢ / exp
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AC-field quench from            to                       (NCA solver)  

1. Effect on superconductivity 

U = 1

reduced pair susceptibility
due to “heating”

Ue↵ = �2.5
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Equilibrium DMFT phase diagram (half-filling) 

Half-filling: transformation 

maps repulsive model onto attractive model

U

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 
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Weak-coupling regime  

Slow ramp from (Slater-)Antiferromagnet to Paramagnet

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 

Tsuji, Eckstein & Werner (2012)

AFM
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Time-evolution of the magnetization for different final U

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 
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Weak-coupling regime  

Time-evolution of the magnetization for different final U (Hartree)

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 

Tsuji, Eckstein & Werner (2012)
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Time-evolution of the magnetization for different final U

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 
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Weak-coupling regime  

Evidence for a nonthermal critical point 

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 

Tsuji, Eckstein & Werner (2012)
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Evidence for a nonthermal critical point 

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 

Tsuji, Eckstein & Werner (2012)
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Evidence for a nonthermal critical point 

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 

Tsuji, Eckstein & Werner (2012)
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Evidence for a nonthermal critical point 

II. Nonthermal symmetry-broken states 
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Photo-doping from core levels
Dipolar excitations with appropriate frequency     transfer 
electrons from core to system and cool down the system       
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Photo-doping from core levels
Entropy of the core band in the narrow band (atomic) limit:

In case of isentropic doping process:       

Werner, Eckstein, Mueller & Refael (2019)

III. Cooling by photo-doping

rapid increase of entropy
of the core upon hole doping 

Score = �2n� ln(n�)� 2(1� n�) ln(1� n�)

�Score % ) �Ssystem & cooling of system due to entropy reshuffling 



Photo-doping from core levels
Constant entropy contours in the filling-temperature plane      

Werner, Eckstein, Mueller & Refael (2019)
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Figure 3. Charge transfer and quasi-particle cooling in the first set-up.
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FIG. 1. Doublon-holon condensate on a three-colorable frustrated lattice. The persistent currents are indicated by
black arrows. A high-frequency driving (red wavy line in panel (b)) induces an artificial gauge field coupling to the hopping t0
through the Peierls phase ', resulting in a flux (indicated by a dot and cross) for the triangular and hexagonal motifs in panels
(b) and (c). (a) The doublon-holon exchange interaction mediated by a virtual recombination. The amplitude J⊥ is positive,
in contrast to analogous processes in the equilibrium attractive Hubbard model. It can induce staggered ⌘–pairing on bipartite
lattices and 120○ pairing on three-colorable lattices. (b) The condensate on the triangular lattice. a1,2 are the basis vectors of
the lattice. This panel also shows a constant vector potential along the x–direction. (c) The condensates on the Bethe (left)
and Kagome (right) lattices. One of several possible 120○ condensates (the q = 0 order) is shown for the Kagome lattice. The
magnitude of the flux through the hexagon is twice that of a triangle. (d) The longitudinal (Jx, solid lines) and transverse (Jy,
dashed lines) superconducting current density under the constant vector potential A along the x–direction for the triangular
lattice (with A = 2�A� cos(⇡�6)), see panel (b). ' is given in radians.

Peierls phases 'ij represent an artificial gauge field imple-
mented through a periodic (Floquet) modulation [25, 26].
As will be demonstrated below, the gauge field can be
used to tune the superconducting (SC) condensate’s sta-
bility, but the twisted condensate also exists for ' = 0 on
the triangular and Bethe lattices. To realize a long-lived
photodoped state, we assume that a driving term gHdr

with an overall amplitude g generates a nonthermal pop-
ulation of doublons and holons. One example of Hdr is a
resonant optical excitation between the Hubbard bands,
as widely adopted in experiments. Another example is
the coupling of the system to two separate fermion baths
(electrodes), as explained in Methods, and widely used
in theoretical studies to emulate the photoexcitation pro-
tocol.

We will focus on the strong interaction regime with
a weak driving g � t0 � U which is nearly resonant
with the Mott gap. In this regime one generically finds
a stationary nonequilibrium state whose properties are
independent of the details of the driving. The system
is Mott insulating in equilibrium, and the photodoped
carriers have a long lifetime due to the large Mott gap
[29–31]. An e↵ective description of the photodoped state

can be obtained from a 1�U expansion. As g � t0, the
driving term does not a↵ect He↵ to leading order, but it
can control the doublon density. Analogous to the doped
Mott insulators at equilibrium, the e↵ective physics of
the photodoped state is well described by a generalized
t-J model [21, 22, 32] He↵ =Ht +HJ +Hdh with hopping
Ht = −t0∑�ij�� ei'ij [ni�̄c

†
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cj�nj�̄ + n̄i�̄c

†
i�
cj�n̄j�̄] + h.c.

and spin exchange HJ = ∑�ij� JexSi ⋅ Sj , where Jex =

4t20�U . We have defined n̄i�̄ = 1 − ni,−�. The doublon-
holon interaction term reads
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=

(ni−1)�2 span a pseudospin su(2) algebra similar to that
of spin Si. The original model (1) yields J⊥ = −Jz = Jex.
The first term in Eq. (2) originates from a doublon-holon
exchange process, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), which favors a
doublon-holon condensation with ��+

i
� ≠ 0. In solids, the

second term is generically renormalized by the intersite
Coulomb repulsion which suppresses charge segregation.
We will focus in the following on uniform phases with
�ni� = 1 (��z

i
� = 0).
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